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left complaining ?), or a French comedienne. But where, in
all this galaxy of international talent, is Argentina ? That
was the voice that we had come so far to hear; and it was
nowhere to be heard, unless we were prepared to unravel
obscure political allusions in a few topical revues or listen
for it on the mournful air of a depressing cabaret, where
departing visitors were pressed to stay a little longer by a
despairing management on the ground that something was
really just about to happen. Could this be the Buenos
Aires of our dreams, where life was a mad whirl of Follies
and the tango throbbed from dawn till dusk ?
Yet Buenos Aires has a voice that you may catch, if you
listen hard. Somewhere in a gallery above that dismal
dancing-floor the violins of an incomparable band beat to
a slow pulse of music; a strange air creeps across the
throbbing undertone of strings; and above the music a
deep voice utters its complaint. It is an education in the
tango to have heard Porque at Ta-ba-ris. Or a wilderness
of dreary vaudeville is brightened by the sudden interruption
of a marching air sung in a hoarse Spanish voice, a woman's
voice that rises to a wailing minor or falls to a reproachful
bass, as the air marches to its close. That is the voice of
Buenos Aires; and it is the world's misfortune that outside
Buenos Aires it is rarely heard. For the tinkling insignifi-
cance by which most of us understand a tango would not
live for five minutes in the city of its birth, where a frantic
audience will hold up the entire programme as it cheers the
latest tango with the full connoisseurship of a ring-side
audience in Seville appraising a new espada. Almost all
that Europe knows of it is in the languid mode that floated
on the air of tango teas in distant days before the War, a
hesitating air to which ladies in large feathered hats might
sway becomingly with beaux in morning-coats. But the
contemporary tango moves with a smarter step; the sharp
precision of its time cuts like a knife; and, reared on this
exact foundation, a haunting air marches unhesitatingly
from the sudden drama of its opening bar to the defiance

